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ROBUST REGULATION OF MIMO SYSTEMS: A
REFORMULATION OF THE INTERNAL MODEL
PRINCIPLE
PETTERI LAAKKONEN
Abstract. The internal model principle is a fundamental result stating
a necessary and sufficient condition for a stabilizing controller to be ro-
bustly regulating. Its classical formulation is given in terms of coprime
factorizations and the largest invariant factor of the signal generator
which sets unnecessary restrictions for the theory and its applicability.
In this article, the internal model principle is formulated using a general
factorization approach and the generators of the fractional ideals gener-
ated by the elements of the signal generator. The proposed results are
related to the classical ones.
Algebraic systems theory, Factorization approach, MIMO, Output regu-
lation, Robust control
1. Introduction
The control configuration studied is given in Figure 1. The robust reg-
ulation problem studied in this article is as follows. Let R be an integral
domain, and F the field of fractions of R. The plant P and the controller
C are matrices over F and the reference signal yr is generated by a signal
generator Θr that is a matrix over F, i.e. yr “ Θry0 where y0 is a vector over
R. The robust regulation problem aims at finding a controller C such that
despite the disturbance signal d and internal perturbations of the plant P
the error e “ yr` y is stable, i.e. a vector over R. Here the actual reference
signal to be tracked is ´yr, but the sign convention ` is convenient because
of the symmetry (see Theorem 2.1).
✲ ❥+ ✲ ✲ ❥+ ✲
❄ ✲
✻
yr e
C
u
d
P
y
Figure 1. The control configuration.
In this paper, a reformulation of the famous internal model principle of
robustly regulating controllers by [3] is given. The internal model principle
is a necessary and sufficient condition for a stabilizing controller to solve the
robust regulation problem, and it states that the instability generated by Θr
must be built into every element of C. The understanding of this principle
leads to internal model based robust controller design techniques studied for
example by [4] and [10].
If R0 is the set of all rational functions with complex coefficients that are
bounded at infinity and whose poles all have negative real parts, then the
1
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controller has a right coprime factorization C “ ND´1, i.e. N and D are
matrices over R0 such that there exist matrices X and Y over R0 satisfying
the equation XN ` Y D “ I. In addition, the signal generator has a left
coprime factorization Θr “ D
´1
r Nr. Let α P R0 be the largest invariant
factor of Dr. The classical frequency domain formulation of the internal
model principle given by [11] states that if C stabilizes P , then C solves
the robust regulation problem if and only if the elements of α´1D are in
R0. The instability of Θr is characterized by the unstable poles, i.e. the
poles in the right half plane ts P C |Repsq ě 0u. The unstable poles are just
the zeros of α, so the internal model principle forces these poles into every
element of the robustly regulating controller.
Frequency domain formulations of the internal model principle for rings
that are suitable for infinite dimensional systems are given by [12] for pseudo-
rational functions, and by [6] for a stability type that corresponds to poly-
nomial stability in the time domain. A step towards more general robust
regulation theory that use the fractional representation approach was taken
by [7]. Laakkonen and Quadrat studied the robust regulation of single-input
single-output (SISO) systems using fractional ideals, and gave a simple for-
mulation of the internal model principle.
The main result of this paper given by Theorem 3.1 is a reformulation of
the internal model principle in terms of the elements of the signal generator
and the controller. In its proof, the fractional representations approach
presented by [9] is used instead of coprime factorizations. Thus, the internal
model principle is extended to integral domains that are not Bezout domains.
The main result is the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) extension of the
internal model principle of [7]. Corollary 3.4 shows that the internal model
of the signal generator can be understood in terms of the fractional ideal
generated by the elements of the signal generator. Finally, Theorem 3.5
shows that in Bezout domains the two formulations are equivalent.
2. Notations, Preliminary Results and the Problem
Formulation
A matrix M with elements θij on the ith row and jth column is denoted
by M “ pθijq. We denote the set of all matrices with elements in a set S by
M pSq and the set of all nˆmmatrices by Snˆm. We choose the set of stable
elements to be a commutative integral domain R that has a unit element.
The field of fractions of R is denoted by F. An R-module f1R` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fnR,
where f1, . . . , fk P F, is denoted by xf1, . . . , fky or xfi | i “ 1, . . . , ky.
Definition 1. (1) An R-submodule I of F is called a fractional ideal if
there exists 0 ‰ a P R such that aI Ď R.
(2) A fractional ideal I is finitely generated if I “ xf1, . . . , fky for some
f1, . . . , fk P F and it is principal if it is generated by a single element,
i.e. I “ xfy for some f P F.
The plant and the controller are matrices over F. It follows that the
closed loop of Figure 1 has a matrix representation as well.
Definition 2. (1) A matrix or a vector H P M pFq is stable if H P
M pRq, and otherwise it is unstable.
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(2) A controller C P Fmˆn stabilizes P P Fnˆm if the closed loop system
of Figure 1 from pyr, dq to pe, uq given by
HpP,Cq :“
„
pI ´ PCq´1 pI ´ PCq´1 P
C pI ´ PCq´1 pI ´ CP q´1

is stable.
Definition 3. (1) The representation Θ “ ND´1 (Θ “ rD´1 rN) is called
a right (left) factorization of Θ if N,D P M pRq ( rN, rD P M pRq)
and detpDq ‰ 0 (detp rDq ‰ 0).
(2) A factorization Θ “ ND´1 (Θ “ rD´1 rN) is called a right (left)
coprime factorization of Θ if there exist X,Y P M pRq ( rX, rY P
M pRq) such that
XN ` Y D “ I p rN rX ` rDrY “ Iq.
Theory developed in this article is based on the stability results of [9]. The
first item of the next theorem is Theorem 3 of [9] and gives a parametrization
of all stabilizing controllers. The second item is obtained from the first one
by changing the roles of P and C by the symmetry of the closed loop control
configuration of Figure 1.
Theorem 2.1. Let C stabilize P .
1. Denote rL :“ “´pI ´ CP q´1C pI ´ CP q´1‰ ,
and
L :“
„
pI ´ PCq´1
C pI ´ PCq´1

.
All stabilizing controllers of P are parametrized by
CpW q “
´
C pI ´ PCq´1 ` rLWL¯
ˆ
´
pI ´ PCq´1 ` P rLWL¯´1(1a)
“
´
pI ´ CP q´1 ` rLWLP¯´1
ˆ
´
pI ´ CP q´1 ` rLWL¯(1b)
where W is a stable matrix with suitable dimensions such that it satisfies
det
´
pI ´ PCq´1 ` P rLWL¯ ‰ 0 and det´pI ´ CP q´1 ` rLWLP¯ ‰ 0.
2. Denote ĂM :“ “´pI ´ PCq´1 P pI ´ PCq´1‰ ,(2)
and
M :“
„
pI ´ CP q´1
P pI ´ CP q´1

.(3)
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All plants that C stabilizes are parametrized by
P pXq “
´
P pI ´ CP q´1 ` ĂMXM¯
ˆ
´
pI ´ CP q´1 ` CĂMXM¯´1(4a)
“
´
pI ´ PCq´1 ` ĂMXMC¯´1
ˆ
´
pI ´ PCq´1 ` ĂMXM¯(4b)
where X is a stable matrix with suitable dimensions such that it satisfies
det
´
pI ´ CP q´1 ` CrLXL¯ ‰ 0 and det´pI ´ PCq´1 ` rLXLC¯ ‰ 0.
We make the standing assumption that all the reference signals are gen-
erated by some fixed signal generators Θr P F
nˆq, i.e. they are of the form
yr “ Θry0 where the vector y0 P R
qˆ1. In this article we concentrate on the
regulation, so we assume that the disturbance signals contain only unstable
dynamics that are already present in the signal generator. In other words,
we assume that the disturbance signals are of the form d “ Θdd0 where the
vector d0 P R
qˆ1 and Θd “ QΘr P F
nˆq for some fixed matrix Q P Rmˆn.
Definition 4. (1) We say that a controller C P Fmˆn is regulating for
P P Fnˆm if for all y0 P R
qˆ1
pI ´ PCq´1Θry0 P M pRq .
(2) We say that a controller C is disturbance rejecting for P if for all
d0 P R
qˆ1
pI ´ PCq´1 PΘdd0 P M pRq ,
(3) A controller C robustly regulates P if
i) it stabilizes P , and
ii) regulates every plant it stabilizes.
(4) A controller C is robustly disturbance rejecting for P if
i) it stabilizes P , and
ii) is disturbance rejecting for every plant it stabilizes.
Problem 1. We call the problem of finding a controller C that robustly
regulates and is robustly disturbance rejecting for a given nominal plant P
the robust regulation problem.
3. The Internal Model Principle
The main result of this paper is the formulation of the internal model
principle given by the following theorem. It states a necessary and sufficient
condition for a stabilizing controller to be robustly regulating. It generalizes
Theorem 3.1 of [7] to multi-input multi-output systems. It is a reformulation
of the well-known result that all the unstable dynamics produced by the
signal generator must be built into the controller as an internal model in
order to make it robustly regulating.
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Theorem 3.1. Denote Θr “ pθijq. Controller C solves the robust regulation
problem for P if and only if it stabilizes P and for all 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď q
there exist Aij , Bij P M pRq such that
θijI “ Aij `BijC.(5)
The proof of the theorem is divided into two lemmas. Lemma 3.2 shows
the sufficiency and Lemma 3.3 the necessity. The proof of the necessity uses
only reference signals, so we see that the internal model is required even if
there is no disturbance signals. On the other hand, if there is no reference
signals, but the disturbance signals contain unstable dynamics the above
condition may be too strong ([6]).
Example 1. For SISO plants, Theorem 3.1 takes the form xΘry Ď x1, Cy,
see [7]. The inclusion indicates that the signals generated by the genera-
tor can be divided into a stable part and an unstable part generated by the
controller.
Lemma 3.2. Denote Θ “ pθijq and let C stabilize P . The controller C
solves the robust regulation problem if for all 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď q there
exist Aij, Bij P M pRq such that θijI “ Aij `BijC.
Proof. Using the notation (2), then
ĂM „yr
d

“
“
pI ´ PCq´1 pI ´ PCq´1 P
‰ „yr
d

P M pRq
for all the reference and disturbance signals and any plant P that C regulates
is equivalent to C solving the robust regulation problem. Since
yr “
ÿ
i,j
θijyij and d “
ÿ
i,j
θijdij
where yij and dij are arbitrary stable vectors, it is sufficient to show that
θijĂM P M pRq
for all 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď q. Since θijI “ Aij `BijC, it follows that
θijĂM “ AijĂM `BijĂMC P M pRq .
On the right hand side of the equation ĂM and ĂMC are stable since C
stabilizes P . ˝ 
Lemma 3.3. Denote Θ “ pθijq and let C stabilize P . If the controller C is
robustly regulating for P then for all 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď q there exist
Aij , Bij P M pRq such that θijI “ Aij `BijC.
Proof. Assume that C robustly regulates P . First it is shown that θijpI ´
PCq´1 P R. For the rest of the proof the notation ĂM1 “ pI ´ PCq´1 is
used. The matrix ĂM1 is stable, since C stabilizes P . Since C regulates all
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the plants it stabilizes, the second item of Theorem 2.1 implies that
pI ´ P pXqCq´1Θr
“
´ĂM1 ` ĂMXMC
´
´ĂM´1
1
P ` ĂMXM¯C¯´1 ´ĂM1 ` ĂMXMC¯Θr
“
´ĂM1 ´ ĂM1PC¯´1 ´ĂM1 ` ĂMXMC¯Θr
“ ĂM1Θr ` ĂMXMCΘr P M pRq ,(6)
where X is an arbitrary matrix of suitable dimension and ĂM and M are
given by (2) and (3), respectively. Choosing X “ 0 yields ĂW1Θr P M pRq.
This and (6) imply that ĂMXMCΘr P M pRq. In particular,ĂM „0 0
0 X0

MCΘr
“
”
´ĂM1P ĂM1ı „0 00 X0
 „
pI ´ CP q´1
P pI ´ CP q´1

CΘr
“ ĂM1X0P pI ´ CP q´1CΘr
“ ĂM1X0pI ´ PCq´1PCΘr P M pRq
“ ĂM1X0pĂM1 ´ IqΘr P M pRq .
Since ĂM1Θr P M pRq, it follows that ĂM1X0Θr P M pRq for an arbitrary
matrix X0. Letting X0 vary over all matrices of appropriate size shows that
θijĂM1 “ θijpI ´ PCq´1 P M pRq .
Similar arguments show that
θijpI ´ PCq
´1P P M pRq .
The proof is completed by choosing the stable matrices Aij “ θijpI´PCq
´1
and Bij “ θijpI ´ PCq
´1P and observing that
θijI “ θijpI ´ PCq
´1pI ´ PCq “ Aij `BijC.
˝ 
Theorem 3.1 shows that the instability implied by any element θij of the
signal generator must be built into every element of a robustly regulating
controller. This is the general formulation of the internal model principle.
Checking the condition (5) for every θij separately is not always needed. The
overall instability captured by all the elements of Θr is often characterized
by a smaller set of elements. The following corollary makes this statement
precise.
Corollary 3.4. Denote Θr “ pθijq and let C stabilize P . Consider the
fractional ideal I “ xθij|1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď qy.
(1) If I Ď xf1, . . . , fky and there exist Al and Bl such that flI “ Al`BlC
for all l “ 1, . . . , k, then C is robustly regulating.
(2) If xf1, . . . , fky Ď I and C is robustly regulating, then there exist Al
and Bl such that flI “ Al `BlC for all l “ 1, . . . , k.
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Proof. Only the first item is shown. The second item can be shown similarly.
It is assumed that I Ď xf1, . . . , fky and that there exist Al and Bl such that
flI “ Al `BlC for all l “ 1, . . . , k. Now θij P xf1, . . . , fky or equivalently
θij “ a1f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` akfk
for some a1, . . . , ak P R. Consequently
θijI “
kÿ
l“1
alflI
“
kÿ
l“1
alpAl `BlCq
“
˜
kÿ
l“1
alAl
¸
`
˜
kÿ
l“1
alBl
¸
C.
Since θij is an arbitrary element of Θr, the result follows by Theorem 3.1.
˝ 
The above corollary shows that the instability generated by Θr “ pθijq is
captured by the fractional ideal I generated by the elements θij. In partic-
ular, if I is principal, i.e. there exists an element θ P F such that I “ xθy,
then a stabilizing controller is robustly regulating if and only if there exist
stable A and B such that
θI “ A`BC.
Every finitely generated fractional ideal of F is principal if and only if R
is a Bezout domain. Thus, if R is a Bezout domain the internal model to
be built into a robustly regulating controller is characterized by a single
element of F.
Example 2. The set of all rational functions with complex coefficients that
are bounded at infinity and whose poles all have negative real parts is a prin-
cipal ideal domain, and consequently a Bezout domain. Thus, the internal
model is always captured by a single rational function in the field of fractions.
Other common rings in systems theory, e.g. the Hardy space H8 of
bounded holomorphic functions in the right half plane C` “ ts P C |Repsq ą
0u and the convolution algebra Apβq presented by [1], are not typically Be-
zout. Then there are signal generators for which the instability it generates
is not captured by any single fraction over the ring.
Theorem 3.5. Let C stabilize P and assume that the fractional ideal I “
xθij|1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď qy generated by the elements of Θr “ pθijq is
principal with the generator θ P F. If θ “ n
d
is a coprime factorization, then
C is robustly regulating if and only if there exist stable A0 and B0 such that
d´1I “ A0 `B0C.(7)
If in addition C has a right coprime factorization C “ ND´1, then it is
robustly regulating if and only if D “ dD0 for some D0 P M pRq.
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Proof. First it is show that C is robustly regulating if and only if (7) holds.
Corollary 3.4 implies that C is robustly regulating if and only if for some
stable A and B
θI “ A`BC.(8)
Multiplying both sides of (7) by n shows that (7) implies (8), so it remains
to show that (8) implies (7). Since θ “ n
d
is a coprime factorization there
exist x, y P R such that nx` dy “ 1. By using (8), one gets
d´1I “
nx` dy
d
I
“ xθI ` yI
“ xpA`BCq ` yI
“ pxA` yIq ` pxBqC.
The remaining part of the theorem is shown by proving that (7) is equivalent
to that D “ dD0 for some D0 P M pRq. Since it is now assumed that
C “ ND´1 is a coprime factorization, there exist X,Y P M pRq such that
XN ` Y D “ I. If (7) holds, then
d´1D “ pA0 `B0CqD “ A0D `B0N :“ D0 P M pRq ,
or equivalently D “ dD0. On the other hand, if D “ dD0, then
d´1I “ D0D
´1 “ D0pXN ` Y DqD
´1 “ D0Y `D0XC,
which completes the proof. ˝ 
If I “ xθij|1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď qy is principal and its generator has a
coprime factorization θ “ n
d
, then the internal model to be build into a
robustly regulating controller is the stable element d by the above theorem.
It can be shown using Corollary 3.4 that d is unique up to multiplication by
a unit. In this sense, one has a minimal internal model. By the first item of
Corollary 3.4, one may choose d to be the internal model even if n and d are
not coprime. However, then d is not minimal, since d´1 produces stronger
instability than Θr is able to generate, or in other words I Ĺ xd
´1y.
Furthermore, d must divide all elements of the denominator of a coprime
factorization of the controller, provided that it exists. By Theorems 7.8 and
7.9 of [8], d actually is the largest invariant factor of the denominator D of
the coprime factorization of Θr. This shows that Theorem 3.5 corresponds
to Lemma 7.5.8 of [11], i.e. Theorem 3.1 is a reformulation of the classical
internal model principle.
Example 3. It is now assumed that R is the set of all rational functions
with complex coefficients that are bounded at infinity and whose poles all
have negative real parts. Consider the stable plant
P psq “
«
2
s`1
1
p2s`1qps`1q
1
ps`1q2
1
s`1
ff
which is the transfer function matrix of the linearized plant of a quadruple
tank laboratory process presented by [5].
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Next it is shown that the controller
Cpsq “
«
´4s
2`2s`2
sps2`1q
´4s
2`3s`5
5sps2`1q
´ s
2`s`1
sps2`1q ´
2s2`s`1
sps2`1q
ff
solves the robust regulation problem for the plant P psq and the signal gener-
ator
Θrpsq “
„
1
s
´ 1
s2´1
1
s
s`2
s`1

.
A straightforward calculation shows that Cpsq stabilizes P psq. In order to
verify that the controller contains an internal model, note that
1
s
“
ps` 1q3
sps2 ´ 1q
s2 ´ 1
ps` 1q3looomooon
PR
,
1
s2 ´ 1
“
ps` 1q3
sps2 ´ 1q
s
ps` 1q3looomooon
PR
,
s` 2
s` 1
“
ps` 1q3
sps2 ´ 1q
sps´ 1qps ` 2q
ps` 1q4loooooooomoooooooon
PR
, and
ps ` 1q3
sps2 ´ 1q
“
1
s
2s` 1
s` 1loomoon
PR
`
1
s2 ` 1
4s
s` 1lomon
PR
`
s` 2
s` 1
.
This means that the fractional ideal generated by the elements of Θr has
generator θpsq “ ps`1q
3
sps2`1q
. Since
θI “ θpsqpI ´ P psqCpsqq´1looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
PR
` θpsqpI ´ P psqCpsqq´1P psqloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
PR
Cpsq,
Corollary 3.4 shows that the controller is robustly regulating.
Note that θ´1 P R, so 1{θ´1 is a coprime factorization of θ. The controller
has the right coprime factorization
Cpsq “
«
´4s
2`2s`2
ps`1q3
´4s
2`3s`5
5ps`1q3
´ s
2`s`1
ps`1q3 ´
2s2`s`1
ps`1q3
ff
ˆ
«
sps2`1q
ps`1q3
0
0 sps
2`1q
ps`1q3
ff´1
,
and as suggested by Theorem 3.5
θpsq
«
sps2`1q
ps`1q3 0
0 sps
2`1q
ps`1q3
ff
P M pRq .
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4. Concluding Remarks
A new formulation of the classical internal model principle was given as
the main result of this paper. It generalizes the classical formulation to non-
Bezout integral domains and the SISO formulation by [7] to MIMO plants.
The fractional representation approach was used to formulate the internal
model principle. Alternative algebraic approaches have a great potential to
provide new insights into the robust regulation, see for example [7]. Promi-
nent frameworks for studying robust regulation are the lattice approach by
[9] and the geometric systems theory ([2]) among others, and future research
includes finding new formulations of the internal model principle using these
frameworks.
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